
Group Level Agreement Capture
User Interface



Details of the network and the database that you are working with.

As  one may only start the Group Level Agreement Capture from SpaceCap these 
fields are controlled by which database and notice you are working with in SpaceCap 
when you start up this tool. Therefore, they are not editable.



Provision Tabs

At startup, the program loads the relevant provisions from the current database. 

The list of provisions you will be able to act on will vary depending on whether you 
work with a first notification or a resubmission.

Click on the tab corresponding to the provision for which you want to capture 
agreements.



Capture an agreement

The grid contains one column per 
administration/country code that was 
found affected for the selected provision 
(displayed in the tab title).

Other SNS items identifying the affected group

The administration is affected for the 
corresponding group. 
It is then possible to check the box to 
indicate that an agreement has been 
reached.

For this group, the administration was not 
affected therefore, no action is required.

By default, rows are grouped by direction of 
transmission and then per each beam



Checking this box will capture an 
agreement with AUS for all groups.

Bulk agreement capture



Checking this box will capture an 
agreement with all administrations found 
affected for the group

Checking this box will capture an 
agreement with all administrations 
found affected for all groups of the 
beam

Bulk agreement capture



Checking this box will capture an 
agreement with all administrations and for 
all groups !

Bulk agreement capture



Asterisked Administrations

The BR has determined by checking its central databases, that all networks of 
this administration have been suppressed. Therefore, it is not necessary to 
capture any agreements and that’s why the column check boxes have all 
been deactivated.

Still want to capture any agreements ? Follow the tooltip advice !
Missing Administration ?

Use this button to provide an 
agreement with an administration 
that is not listed in the grid.

Select first an administration.

The organization or country list will 
be activated based  on the provision 
you are working with.

The new administration will be added at the end of the grid. Scroll right to see it !

Click to remove an administration that was manually 
added. It does not allow to remove an administration 
loaded automatically from the database



Save your work.

The agreement captured are not 
directly written in the database.

Click this button any time to save the 
captured agreements in the 
Current DB.

Do not worry, when moving to 
another provision tab or when 
leaving the application, you will be 
prompted to save any changes you 
would have made and not saved yet.

If you have not saved your changes, you have the possibility to restore from the 
database the last saved captured agreements by clicking on this button.



Generating a Report

Generate an MS Excel  document showing the administrations with which an 
agreement was captured.



Grouping

Column headers may be dropped in this area to group the grid rows based on 
those column headers.
By default, we first see all receiving beams and then all SNS groups of each 
receiving beam are gathered in a beam section. 

Undo Grouping

Drag and drop the columns 
headers from the grouping area 
to the grid header to remove 
grouped display.

Show/Hide Grouping area



Disable Filter

Uncheck this box 
to disable the 
current filter.

The criteria will 
stay available so 
that you can 
check it again to 
re-apply the filter.

Remove Criteria
Hover the mouse cursor over one filter 
criteria. A little cross appears that you can 
click on to remove the criteria from the filter

Show recently applied filter

That you can re-apply.

Opens a powerful criteria editor

Cancel all filters

Criteria is removed 
from the bar

Opens a powerful criteria editor

Search in Grid
Type text to be 
searched in any 
grid cell

Filter Bar
Where the current filter criteria is displayed

Click the little filtering icon
To choose amongst the 
possible column values 
those that you want to 
display 
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